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Abstract: The behavior of embedded systems is commonly characterized by hybrid phenomena
in which each operational mode is triggered by commands sent by electronic control units (ECU),
involving hardware and software components. While hardware components are inherently
continuous, the ECUs introduce discrete switching between the behavioral modes of the
apparatus. For continuous systems, the theory of logical diagnosis casts the diagnosis problem
within a consistency-based reasoning scheme that requires normal behavior models only. On the
other hand, hybrid model based diagnosis methods rely on the availability of fault models and
implement abductive reasoning similarly to what is done in discrete event model based diagnosis
approaches.
In this paper we propose a hybrid model consistency based method in which ideas are borrowed
from discrete event system diagnosis to build a partial diagnoser, and from continuous systems
to check consistency and track causal dependencies underlying discrepancies between expected
and observed behaviours.
Keywords: hybrid systems, diagnosis, consistency-based reasoning, causal graphs, automotive.
1. INTRODUCTION
Today embedded systems are found everywhere and form
an inward part in the design of contemporary artefacts,
in interaction with hardware components spanning multi-
domain technologies. The intimate coupling of software
and hardware capacities exhibits complex patterns of be-
havior and numerous nominal modes of operations. In
the automative field this hardware-software coupling is
found in the different systems used to implement electronic
functions such as fuel injection, ABS etc. These electronic
systems are composed of voltage supplies, sensors and
actuators linked to Electronic Control Units (ECU) by a
wire harness. Diagnosing such systems must not only ac-
count for the structural interconnection of components but
also for the different configurations underlying behavioral
modes.
ECUs are equipped with an auto-diagnosis function that
reliably detects the failing electronic circuit which is con-
nected to the ECU. However, they are unable to localize
precisely the faulty components. In practice, such elec-
tronic circuits are diagnosed from diagnosis trees built
beforehand, often manually. These trees allow the car
mechanic to find the faulty component(s) by performing
a guided sequence of measurements. The main problem
is the determination of a proper sequence of tests and
measures at available control points, which would lead to
greedily localize the fault quickly and at the lowest cost.
This problem is known as the Test Sequencing Problem.
In the target automotive domain, troubleshooting starts
with a set of preliminary symptoms gathered by the car
mechanic: fault codes from ECUs, client symptoms and
other preliminary car mechanic observations. Then, the
fault isolation problem is defined as the determination of
the required additional information (obtained by tests)
which allows the best discrimination among the diagnostic
hypotheses generated with the preliminary symptoms.
When facing the factors of complexity related to embedded
systems, one must admit that the traditional methods
requiring to anticipate the set of faults that may occur
show limitations. The challenge is then to develop diag-
nosis approaches applicable to the general case in which
the available models (normal or faulty) cannot be con-
sidered as exhaustive. These diagnosis approaches must
fully account for the hybrid nature of the embedded sys-
tems. Previous works have proposed solutions to diagnose
electric circuits Esser and Struss (2007); Faure (2001);
Olive (2003); Price et al. (1995); Sachenbacher and Struss
(2001), among which only few of them tackle the hybrid
aspect Ressencourt (2008).
Like for discrete event model based diagnosis approaches,
all the hybrid model based diagnosis methods are based
on the assumption that fault models are available and
work by implementing abductive reasoning. Hybrid mod-
els, like hybrid automata, are used to represent interlinked
continuous and discrete dynamics. An behavioral mode
corresponds to a discrete state of the hybrid automaton
and mode changes are modeled by discrete transitions
labelled by appropriate discrete events that may or may
not be observable. The model accounts for a set of antici-
pated faulty situations, represented by as many behavioral
modes. The on-line diagnosis problem is then formulated
as a state estimation problem and the troubleshooting
problem is equivalent to a test problem.
In this paper, we are breaking with the assumption that
fault models are available and exhaustive. We propose to
cast the hybrid diagnosis problem within the framework
used for continuous systems and known as consistency-
based reasoning. The consistency-based reasoning scheme
is commonly used by both the FDI community Gertler
(1998) and the DX community through the logical theory
of diagnosis Weld and De Kleer (1989). This approach
allows one to achieve diagnosis when only normal behavior
models are known. The work proposed in this paper can
can be used to complement the fault dictionary based
former methods with a consistency based method designed
for hybrid systems.
The method borrows ideas from discrete event systems
(DES) diagnosis to build a partial diagnoser and from
continuous systems consistency based diagnosis through
causal graphs to track the causal dependencies underlying
discrepancies and ultimately isolate the diagnosis compo-
nent candidates. Our hybrid diagnosis reasoning balances
abductive and consistency based reasoning.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an
overview of the proposed diagnosis method. Section 3
summarizes the different modeling steps to be performed
off-line to support the diagnosis approach. It includes the
presentation of the hybrid model and of the qualitative
mode signatures that capture the expected values of the
continuous variables in a given behavioral mode. This
section introduces also the generation of the partial di-
agnoser. Section 4 then presents the main results of causal
model based diagnosis and the extensions we propose for
hybrid systems. Section 5 presents the hybrid causal model
based diagnosis approach that we propose. Finally, the
last section describes the application of the method to the
troubleshooting of the rear windscreen wiper embedded
function.
2. GLOBAL VIEW OF THE DIAGNOSIS METHOD
Figure 1 gives an overview of the proposed hybrid causal
diagnosis method. The method includes the following two
main stages described below.
Off-line stage
This stage concerns the modeling step and the generation
of a Partial Diagnoser. The modeling step starts with
the hybrid model of the system formalized in the hybrid
automaton formalism (1) and aims at abstracting the
hybrid automaton into a pure discrete event model. From
the hybrid model, we derive three types of mathematical
objects that represent three different aspects of the system.
The first one is the underlying Discrete Event System (2).
The second one is the mode signatures (3) that capture
the expected values of the observable continuous variables
within each behavioral mode ; they are generated using a
dedicated simulation tool for hybrid systems (Modelica).
The third one is a set of causal graphs that describe the
causal relationships among the variables of the system
(4). Then abstraction functions are used to abstract the
Fig. 1. Modeling, detection and diagnosis algorithm.
domain value of continuous variables in terms of a finite
set of qualitative values. A qualitative mode signature
(5) can then be associated to each mode. The next step
abstracts the continuous dynamics captured by qualitative
mode signature changes in terms of events. From the event
based abstraction of the continuous dynamics and from
the underlying DES model the behavior automaton (6) is
genarated. This automaton provides a pure discrete event
view of the hybrid system. The modeling step is completed
by the generation of the causal graphs assigned to each
mode of the system. The construction of a Diagnoser (7)
including normal trajectories and some fault trajectories
(so named Partial Diagnoser) is then performed like in
Sampath et al. (1995) by projecting the behaviour automa-
ton onto the observable space.
Online stage
The online stage 1 includes a diagnosis hypothesis gener-
ation step followed by a test selection step. Hypothesis
generation is performed by applying consistency based
reasoning (8) based on the causal graphs and on the
knowledge of a set of possible reference behavioral modes
Qref for checking the consistency. The set Qref (9) is ob-
tained when the sequence of observations issued by the car
mechanic (10) cannot be synchronized with any trajectory
of the Partial Diagnoser. In other cases, if the synchronized
trajectory is faultless no fault is detected (11) else the
1 The term online means during the troubleshooting stage per-
formed in the garage.
fault associated to the trajectory is recognized (12). At
the end of the hypothesis generation step an ambiguity
set A is generated (13). If A is not a singleton and if there
are some measurements left, the test selection step takes
place. The method chosen for test selection is RAPTOR
(14), proposed by Gonzalez-Sanchez et al. (2011). With
the new selected test (15), i.e. variable to be measured, the
Partial Diagnoser is updated and the process is reiterated.
If A is a singleton or if there are no measurement left the
diagnosis result (16) is given by A.
The next sections provide a detailed presentation of the
different steps mentioned above.
3. HYBRID MODELING FOR DIAGNOSIS
PURPOSES
3.1 The hybrid model
The hybrid systems at hand are modeled by a hybrid
automaton whose discrete states represent the modes of
operation for which the continuous dynamics are specified.
The discrete event part (DES) constraints the possible
transitions among modes.
Formally, a hybrid system is defined as a tuple Γ =
(X ,D, Inv, T,Σ, CSD, Init) Henzinger (1996); Lehmann
and Lunze (2009), where:
• X is a set of continuous variables denoted by the symbol
x corresponding to state and input/output variables,
which are functions of time t. The set of directly ob-
servable, i.e. measured, continuous variables is denoted
by XOBS 2
• D is a set of discrete variables. D = Q ∪ K ∪ X , where
Q is the set of locations, i.e. states of the DES, K is a
set of auxiliary discrete variables used to represent the
system configuration, and X is a set of discrete variables
denoted by the symbol x, obtained from abstracting
continuous variables as explained in 3.2.1. Each location
qi ∈ Q represents a behavioral mode of the system,
including nominal and anticipated fault modes. Each
Kij ∈ K represents a behavioral mode of the component
j composing the system. Discrete variables are not
observable 3
• Inv is an invariant which defines a domain for each
location. There are two types of invariants:
· InvK(qi) : Q → ⊗iD(Ki), where D(Ki) is the
domain of Ki, is a configuration invariant 4 ;
· InvX (qi) : Q → ⊗iD(xi), where D(xi) is the
domain of xi, is a signature invariant
• T : Q×Σ→ Q is the transition function. The transition
from mode qi to mode qj with associated event σ is noted
(qi, σ, qj) or qi
σ→ qj
• Σhyb is a finite set of events associated to the transi-
tions and generated from the invariants of each loca-
tion. The guard conditions are boolean conditions that
2 We assume that the set of system observable variables is the same
in all system modes. This assumption is generally verified when the
set of system’s sensors is permanent.
3 The observability of discrete variables is indirectly achieved
through the observability of a subset of events.
4 ⊗ is the Cartesian product.
may depend on continuous variables 5 . Without loss of
generality, we assume that the model is deterministic
i.e. whenever qi
σ→ qj and qi σ→ qk then qj = qk for
each (qi, qj , qk) ∈ Q3 and each σ ∈ Σ. Σhybo is the set of
observable events (i.e events associated to the activation
of observable transition guards) and Σhybuo is the set of
unobservable events
• CSD ⊇ ⋃i CSDi is the Causal System Description, or
causal model, used to represent the constraints underly-
ing the continuous dynamics of the hybrid system. Every
CSDi is given by a graph (X ∪ D, A). There is an arc
a(vi, vj) ∈ A from vi ∈ X ∪ D to vj ∈ X ∪ D if variable
vi influences variable vj
• Init ∈ X ×D is the initial condition.
3.2 Invariants and event generation
For analysis purposes, it is often useful to abstract a sys-
tem in a way that preserves the properties being analyzed
while hiding the details that are of no interest Alur et al.
(2000). This section presents how the domain value of
continuous variables is abstracted in terms of a finite set
of qualitative values so that qualitative signatures can be
defined for every system mode, providing signature in-
variants. A second type of invariant, namely configuration
invariants, are then introduced to map the system mode
to the modes of the components forming the system. We
then present two kinds of event generators:
• signature invariants are used to generate induced
events that inform about the changes of continuous
dynamics;
• configuration invariants are used to generate con-
figuration events that inform about the changes of
configuration.
Qualitative abstraction of continuous variables The idea
is to partition the domain value of continuous variables
into a finite number of labels such that the label remains
invariant when the system is operating within a given
mode. A function fD(xi)→D(xi) that maps the continuous
domain D(xi) ⊆ R of a continuous variable xi ∈ X into a
finite discrete domain D(xi) ⊆ P(R) is defined. D(xi) is
generally built from a partition of D(xi). The associated
qualitative variable is noted xi. We have D(xi) = D(xi).
The qualitative abstraction function is defined as:
fD→D : D(xi) −→ D(xi) = D(xi). (1)
After the variable abstraction step, transition guards that
originally depend on continuous variables of X must be
rewritten in terms of the corresponding abstract variables
of X . In choosing the abstraction functions, one must
pay attention to the fact that the transition guards must
remain expressible. For instance, if a guard is given by
the condition xi > k, k being a constant, than k must be
among the landmarks of the partition of D(xi) leading to
D(xi).
Qualitative mode signature and signature invariant This
concept captures the expected qualitative values of the
observable continuous variables within a given mode. It
5 Guard conditions are evaluated through specific monitors that also
take as input a set of boolean variables Φ.
characterizes the expected behavior of the system in this
mode w.r.t all the other modes and provides a mode
invariant.
Definition 1. (Qualitative Mode Signature). The qualita-
tive signature of a mode qi noted Sig(qi) is the vector of
discrete values [xj ]OBS taken by the variables xj ∈ XOBS
in this mode:
Sig(qi) = [xi]OBS/qi (2)
Definition 2. (Qualitative mode partial signature). Any
sub vector of Sig(qi) is defined as a partial signature of qi.
The qualitative signature of a mode qi is the signature
invariant of this mode, i.e InvX (qi) = Sig(qi).
Induced events generated by signature invariants Follow-
ing the idea of Bayoudh et al. (2008b), signature invariants
are used to generate induced events that inform us about
the changes of continuous dynamics. A set of events ΣSig
is defined through an event generator fSig→σ that maps
signature invariants to discrete events. An event of ΣSig is
associated to every transition of Γ and depends on the sig-
nature invariant of the source mode versus the destination
mode. The event generator fSig→σ and the set of events
ΣSig are defined as follows:
fSig→σ : Q× T −→ ΣSig
(qi, qj) 7−→
{
roi,j ∈ ΣSigo if Sig(qi) 6= Sig(qj)
ruoi,j ∈ ΣSiguo if Sig(qi) = Sig(qj)
(3)
where ΣSigo (resp. Σ
Sig
uo ) is a set of observable (resp.
unobservable) events generated when the mode signature
of the source mode is different (resp. equal) from the mode
signature of the destination mode. ΣSig = ΣSigo ∪ ΣSiguo .
Remark 3. (Incomplete set of observed variables). The di-
agnosis iterates starting from one or a reduced set of
the observed variables X currentOBS ⊆ XOBS and proposing
additional variables within the observable set XOBS to be
measured. It is important to notice that while X currentOBS
is a strict subset of XOBS, any of the induced events are
unobservable.
Configuration invariant The system is assumed to be
composed of a set of components denoted by COMP.
The system mode hence results from the mode of every
component Ci ∈ COMP, or the configuration, which is
represented by the variables Ki ∈ K. A second type
of invariant, namely the configuration invariant, is now
introduced to map the system mode to the configuration.
Definition 4. (Configuration invariant). The configuration
invariant InvK(qi) of a mode qi is defined as the vector of
discrete variables [Kk], Kk ∈ K valuated according to the
modes of the underlying components, i.e. the configuration
Conf(qi) corresponding to this mode.
Configuration events generated by configuration invariants
Configuration invariants are used to generate configura-
tion events that inform us about the changes of configura-
tion. The event generator fConf→σ and the set of events
Σ are defined as follows:
fConf→σ : Q× T −→ Σ
(qi, qj) 7−→
{
σoi,j ∈ Σo if Conf(qi) 6= Conf(qj)
σuoi,j ∈ Σuo if Conf(qi) = Conf(qj)
(4)
The behavior automaton The generation of the events
ΣSig and Σ allows us to abstract the hybrid automaton Γ
by a discrete event model that we define as the behavior
automaton, denoted BA(Γ) = (Qbeh,Σhyb, Tbeh, q0), where
q0 ∈ Q is the initial condition. The behavior automaton
is obtained by defining a set of transient modes Qt that
model the continuous dynamics reaction to the occurrence
of a mode change, and hence lead to the generation of an
induced discrete event of ΣSig. The set of transient modes
is obtained through a bijective function that associates a
transient mode qi,j to each transition t(qi, σi,j , qj) ∈ T
of the original hybrid system Γ.The set of modes of the
behavior automaton is given by Qbeh = Q ∪ Qt and the
transition function is Tbeh ⊆ (Qbeh × Σhyb −→ Qbeh),
with Σhyb = Σhybo ∪ Σhybuo with Σhybo = Σo ∪ ΣSigo and
Σhybuo = Σuo ∪ ΣSiguo . The behavior automaton BA(Γ) =
(Qbeh,Σhyb, Tbeh, q0) is obtained by considering that on the
occurrence of an event σi,j ∈ Σ that triggers a transition
from mode qi to mode qj , the system passes by a transient
mode qi,j in which the transition is not yet effective Bay-
oudh et al. (2008a). The transition to mode qj is confirmed
by the occurrence of the corresponding induced event
r
o/uo
i,j , providing evidence that the continuous dynamics
match the targeted mode.
3.3 The partial diagnoser
We apply the diagnoser approach of Sampath et al. (1995),
hence providing an extension to hybrid systems and to
normal behavior of he system. The diagnoser we propose
can be viewed as a partial diagnoser as it doesn’t integrate
all the fault trajectories but only some fault trajectories
corresponding to anticipated faults and the trajectory
corresponding to the normal behavior of the system.
The diagnoser of the hybrid system is a deterministic
finite state machine built from the behavior automaton,
PDiag(BA(Γ)) = (QPD,ΣPD, TPD, qPD0) where:
• qPD0 = {(q0, ∅)} is the initial state of the partial
diagnoser (assuming Γ is normal to start with);
• ΣPD = Σhybo is the set of all observable events of the
system;
• QPD ⊆ 2Qbeh×L is the set of states of the partial diag-
noser where L = 2Σhybuo The states of the partial diag-
noser provide a set of couples whose first element refers
to the state of the behavior automaton and the second
is a label providing the unobservable events on the path
leading to this state. In other words, an element qPD ∈
QPD is a set qPD = {(q1, l1), (q2, l2), . . . , (qn, ln)}, where
qi ∈ Qbeh and li ∈ L.
• TPD ⊆ QPD × Σhybo → QPD is the partial transition
function of the diagnoser defined as follows:
TPD(qPD, σ) =
⋃
(q,l)∈qPD
s∈Lσ(Γ,q)
{(Tbeh(q, s), LP (q, l, s))} (5)
Tbeh(q, s) is the recursive application of Tbeh along
the string s = s1.s2. . . . .sn.σ of events defined as
Tbeh(q, s) = Tbeh(. . . Tbeh(Tbeh(q, s1), s2), . . . , sn), σ).
Remark 5. (Incomplete set of observed variables). When
the set of observed variables at hand V currentOBS is a
strict subset of VOBS , the corresponding partial diag-
noser PDiag∗(BA(Γ)) is obtained from PDiag(BA(Γ)) by
changing the status of all observable induced events roi,j
into unobservable events ruoi,j .
4. CAUSAL MODEL BASED DIAGNOSIS
4.1 Modeling a system with a causal graph
Causal models have been shown to be suitable for diagnosis
in several pieces of work Biswas et al. (2006); de Kleer
and Williams (1987); Gentil et al. (2004); Trave´-Massuye`s
et al. (2001). Causal models are supported by an oriented
causal graph in which an oriented edge from vertex vi to
vertex vj exists if the cause variable vi has an influence
on the effect variable vj , i.e. if a value change of variable
vi affects the value of variable vj . vi and vj are called the
cause and the effect variables of the influence, respectively.
Influences represent the causal structure of the equational
model but they may also capture behavioral information
when adequately labelled Leyval et al. (1994); Trave´-
Massuye`s and Calderon-Espinoza (2007). Based on the
work by Iwasaki and Simon (1986), Trave´-Massuye`s and
Pons (1997) automatically derive the causal graph of a
multimode system in an incremental way.
In this work, the variables at hand belong to the set V =
X ∪K. Let us define VOBS ⊆ V the subset of observed vari-
ables. Every influence is labelled by a symbol Cj ⊆ COMP
standing for its supporting physical component and by a
boolean activation condition that depends on (discretized)
continuous and/or discrete variables allowing us to model
the underlying multimode system. An observed variable is
qualified as normal (resp. misbehaving) at some time point
when there is a match (resp. discrepancy) between the
measured value and the predicted value; it is noted OK(vi)
(resp. ¬OK(vi)). The corresponding vertices are labelled
accordingly. The causal graph is explored backwards to
determine the cause(s) of discrepancies using the results
of the logical theory of model-based diagnosis (MBD)
summarized in the following sections Reiter (1987).
4.2 The diagnosis problem
Given CSD the Causal System Description, COMP the set
of components and OBS the set of observations at some
time point, the diagnosis problem can be defined as below.
Definition 6. (Diagnosis problem). It is a triple (CSD,
COMP, OBS) where (CSD, COMP) is the causal system
model and OBS a set of observations i.e. a tuple that
qualifies every observed variable vi as ¬OK(vi) or OK(vi).
The set of observations OBS defines a partial labelling of
the vertices of CSD. When some vertices are labelled ¬OK,
the diagnosis system must derive all sets of faulty compo-
nents of COMP that are consistent with the observations
OBS. Given a vertex of CSD with non zero in-degree, the
set of in-going influences have all the same supporting
component Ci ∈ COMP and the spanned subgraph GCi
is the causal representation of the behaviour of Ci; the set
of input vertices is noted V inCi , the output vertex v
out
Ci
and
the bunch of influences ICi (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2. Causal graph of component Ci.
The component Ci is AB (abnormal) if and only if at least
one of the influences in ICi is AB; it is qualified ¬ AB
otherwise. In the same way, V inCi is qualified as ¬OK if and
only if at least one of its vertex elements is ¬OK, OK
otherwise. Two diagnosis assumptions can be adopted:
• single fault: if Ci is AB then V inCi is OK (i.e. one
component is faulty at a time);
• exoneration: if voutCi is OK then Ci is ¬ AB.
The labels of V inCi and v
out
Ci
are constrained by a relational
model shown on table 1 which is generic to all components.
From the partial labelling of CSD defined by OBS, it de-
rives the consistent component health status assignments
by propagating the labels through the causal graph.
Definition 7. (Diagnoses and minimal diagnoses). A diag-
nosis for (CSD, COMP, OBS) is a set of components ∆ ⊆
COMP such that the assignment AB(Ci) for Ci ∈ ∆ and
¬AB(Ci) for Ci ∈ COMP−∆ is consistent with CSD and
OBS.
4.3 Components, conflicts and diagnoses
The notion of conflict (in the sense of Reiter) plays an
important role because of its relation with diagnoses.
Definition 8. (Reiter conflict and minimal conflict). The
conflict in the sense of Reiter (1987), or R-conflict,
for (CSD, COMP, OBS) is a set of components S =
{C1, . . . , Ck} ⊆ COMP such that the assignment of ¬AB
to any Ci ∈ S is inconsistent. A minimal conflict is a
conflict which does not strictly include any conflict.
Table 1. Component model.
Ci V
in
Ci
voutCi
¬AB OK OK
¬AB ¬OK OK
¬AB ¬OK ¬OK
AB OK ¬OK
Interpreting the notion of R-conflict requires to define the
notion of Observed Macro-Component (OMC).
Definition 9. (Observed Macro-Component). An OMC Ci
is defined by a in-degree output vertex voutCi ∈ VOBS and a
set of input vertices vi ∈ V inCi defined as the first observed
predecessors of voutCi . The behavior of Ci is represented by
the subgraph of CSD GCi given by the in-tree in which only
voutCi is reachable from every other vertex.
Definition 10. (Test and covered components). The labels
of an OMC Ci is defined as a test Ti based on voutCi : if
voutCi is labelled ¬OK, than the test is said to fail and if it
is labelled OK, the test is said to pass. The components
Cj1 , . . . , CjKi are called the covered components of Ti.
The labelling model for a component given in table 1 ex-
tends to OMCs when considering an exoneration assump-
tion corresponding to the RRA-exoneration assumption
Cordier et al. (2004).
Conflict sets are sets of components which cannot behave
normally altogether according to the observations. Con-
flicts can be identified according to the following result:
Proposition 11. (Conflict identification). The set of com-
ponents {Cj1 , . . . , CjKi} covered by a test Ti that fails and
whose input label is OK, i.e. V inCi is OK, defines a conflict.
Proposition 12. (Diagnosis). ∆ ⊆ COMP is a (minimal)
diagnosis for (CSD, COMP, OBS) if and only if ∆ is
a (minimal) hitting set for the collection of (minimal)
conflict sets of (CSD, COMP, OBS) Reiter (1987).
Proposition 13. (Exonerated components). If Ti passes,
the covered components Cj1 , . . . , CjKi can be exonerated.
Under the single fault assumption, diagnoses are obtained
by computing the intersection of conflict sets. If, in addi-
tion, the RRA-exoneration assumption is used, the exon-
erated components can be removed. The result provides
the ambiguity set A in which every element is a diagnosis.
5. CONSISTENCY BASED HYBRID DIAGNOSIS
A diagnosis consistency based-approach relies on the use
of a reference model, in our case the partial diagnoser
PDiag(BA(Γ)) and the causal System Description CSD,
and on the observation of the real behaviour of the
monitored system. This observation takes the form of an
observed sequence of events sobs ∈ Lobs(Γ, q) = {s ∈
L(Γ, q) | s = uσ, u ∈ Σ∗hybo , σ ∈ Σhybo}, i.e. sobs is a word
of Lobs(Γ, q). The events may be natural discrete events or
induced events, coming from the continuous dynamics.
5.1 Interfacing event-based and variable-based diagnosis
reasoning
Diagnosis interlinks event-based and variable-based rea-
soning interfaced by the addition, in CSD, of a set of ver-
tices corresponding to discrete variables K. They represent
the modes of the different components of the system. For
instance, in the case of a switch, the corresponding discrete
variable materializes the two modes, open or closed. The
influences outgoing these vertices are different since they
influence the occurrence of events that act on the causal
graph structure.
They are represented by dotted lines as illustrated in Fig. 7
and have an event and a standard influence as destination
node. They are labelled by the corresponding underlying
multi-mode component.
The event nodes are labelled OK/¬OK depending on
whether they are actually observed or not compared to
what is expected from the model. These labels are then
used in the same way as the other labels in the causal
diagnosis procedure explained in section 5.2.
5.2 Diagnosis steps
The consistency based hybrid diagnosis algorithm is struc-
tured along the following iterated steps:
Step 1: Fault detection and reference mode hypothesis gen-
eration It is achieved by synchronizing PDiag∗(BA(Γ)) 6
6 or PDiag(BA(Γ)) if X currentOBS = XOBS
with sobs. If none synchronized trajectory corresponds to
a complete trajectory then a fault is detected. The last
state of each synchronized trajectory indicates a possible
reference mode for checking the consistency, and possibly
explaining the inconsistency. These modes are put in set
Qref and the ambiguity set is initialized to A = COMP.
Step 2: Diagnosis hypothesis generation Every hypothe-
sized reference mode qi ∈ Qref provides evidence about
the faulty situation. For every qi ∈ Qref , we consider
the corresponding CSDi and apply the consistency based
causal diagnosis approach to obtain an ambiguity set Ai.
Global ambiguity set is updated as A = COMP ∩⋂i{Ai}.
Step 3: Test selection This step determines the best next
variable xi ∈ XOBS − X currentOBS to be tested to maximize
ambiguity reduction. It is detailed below in section 5.3.
Step 4: Hypothesis discrimination The current ambiguity
set is reduced by going to step 2 or to step 1 when the set
of observed variables is complete, i.e. X currentOBS = XOBS,
and PDiag∗(BA(Γ)) must be replaced by PDiag(BA(Γ)).
5.3 Test selection
Given an ambiguity set A , the goal of the test selection
step is to determine the best next test Ti based on
a variable xi ∈ XOBS − X currentOBS . It should maximize
diagnostic information while minimizing the overall testing
cost CT 7 . A standard heuristics would be the Information
Gain relying on entropy: it is based on a theoretical
measurement of the quality of the current diagnosis, the
probability of the test passing or failing de Kleer and
Williams (1987). It requires costly on-line calculations
based on the results of previously executed tests.
The method for our test selection procedure has been
proposed by Gonzalez-Sanchez et al. (2011) as the gReedy
diAgnostic Prioritization by ambiguiTy Reduction (RAP-
TOR) method. It is based on maximizing diagnosis am-
biguity reduction. Performance is expressed in terms of a
cost metric Cd that measures the excess effort incurred
in finding the faulty component. Tests are characterized
by their coverage, i.e. set of covered components, whereas
components are characterized by their signature, i.e. set
of tests that cover/don’t cover the component. This infor-
mation is summarized in the signature matrix S for which
lines correspond to component signatures and columns cor-
respond to tests and their coverage (table 4). Two compo-
nents having the same signature cannot be discriminated.
Ambiguity groups are defined as sets of such components.
Consider AG = {g1, g2, . . . , gL} be the ambiguity groups
generated by the submatrix Sk of S corresponding to the
k previously executed tests. The expected diagnostic effort
if components were picked randomly in gi is:
E[Cdi ] =
|gi| − 1
2
(6)
RAPTOR considers that faults are distributed uniformly
through the system, hence Pr(gi) = |gi|/|COMP|. Aver-
aging the effort in each group gi by this probability :
G(AG) =
L∑
i=1
Pr(gi)E [Cdi ] =
L∑
i=1
|gi|
|COMP|
|gi| − 1
2
(7)
7 The cost is not taken into account yet in this study
G(AG) estimates the residual diagnostic effort Cd and can
be seen as an estimation of diagnosis quality.
Each executed test breaks each ambiguity group into
two smaller ambiguity groups, one corresponding to the
components covered by the test, and one corresponding
to the components that are not covered. The ambiguity
reduction heuristic is defined as the difference in ambiguity
caused by appending one more test Ti to the test matrix :
AR(S, Ti) = G(AG(S))−G(AG(S‖Ti)) (8)
In our hybrid framework, one has to deal with multiple
signature tables, each corresponding to one of the reference
modes in Qref . The ambiguity sets resulting from these
multiple references are intersected to obtain the resulting
ambiguity set; the test selection strategy must be applied
to each signature table and the overall best test is chosen.
6. APPLICATION TO AN AUTOMOTIVE
EMBEDDED FUNCTION
In the automotive field, the use of electronic systems to
control functions (fuel injection, ABS) has considerably
increased. In these electronic systems, Electronic Con-
trol Units (ECU) impose discrete switching between the
several behavioral modes. The coupling of software and
hardware capacities exhibits the hybrid nature of the sys-
tem through complex patterns of behavior and numerous
nominal modes.
6.1 System description
We consider the rear windscreen wiper of a car whose
simplified synoptic is depicted on figure 3.
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Fig. 3. Rear windscreen wiper synoptic.
When the driver acts on the actuator act, the electronic
control unit ECU closes the switch K1 and then supplies
electrical power from the battery bat to the wiper motor
M . The rotational move of the motor flange is transformed
into an alternative straight move via the wiper linkage that
allows the wiper to wipe the screen. After the wiper moved
forward and backward on the screen, it closes the switch
K2, supplying electrical power to the wiper rest position
sensor rst. The sensor sends a signal back to the ECU to
indicate that the wiper is in its rest position. The ECU
then opens the switch K1 for a given timeout: the wiper
motor is no longer supplied with power and the wiper stays
in its rest position for a given timeout after which the ECU
closes again the switch K1. The wiper moves forward and
backward on the screen, stops during timeout, etc. until
the driver turns the actuator off.
The discrete variables are ign (ignition status), act (ac-
tuator position), rst (wiper rest position) and eot (end of
timeout). They are boolean variables and they generate
the σ events of table 3 when their values switch from true
to false and conversely. The continuous variables are the
battery voltage V0, the wiper motor input voltage V1, the
rest position sensor output voltage V2, the wiper angular
velocity Ω and its angular position θ.
6.2 Building the models for diagnosis
The underlying DES is directly issued from the specifi-
cation data of the function and corresponds to a simpli-
fied version of the control embedded in the ECU. The
event based abstraction of the continuous dynamics is
given through the mode signatures definition and induced
events. Qualitative signatures are obtained from hybrid
system simulation techniques (using Modelica) underlying
the fault dictionary method. The case study contains two
switches: K1 lies in the ECU and allows electrical power
delivery to the wiper motor and K2 gives information
to the ECU about the wiper rest position. The system
has thus four different behavioral modes. The continuous
variables and their abstracted values providing the quali-
tative mode signatures are shown in table 2 and the modes
switching events are listed in table 3.
Table 2. Continuous variables and qualitative
mode signatures.
q0 q1 q2 q3
Off On Wiping Timeout
V0 1 1 1 1
V1 0 0 1 0
V2 1 1 1 0
Ω 0 0 1 0
Table 3. System modes and events.
σign σact σrst σeot
q0 −→ q1 q1 −→ q2 q2 −→ q3 q3 −→ q2
As an example of abstraction, consider the voltage V1.
The abstract values “0” and “1” represent the real values
“0V ±” (ground voltage) and “12V ±” (battery volt-
age). The figure 4 shows the behavior automaton of the
system with the diagnosis aware events associated to the
signature changes and the transient modes that model the
continuous dynamics reaction due to a mode change.
Fig. 4. Behavior automaton.
6.3 Diagnosis reasoning
The fault scenario is the following: the wiper motor coil is
broken (opened circuit), the command to move the wiper is
sent by the ECU (σact is issued) and the motor is powered
but the wiper obviously cannot move. The wiper hence
never gets to the rest position and the ECU never receives
the rest position event σrst. We assume for the sake of
simplicity of the case study that the fault is not on the
battery neither its connections.
The discrete events are always observable as they are
linked to the state of the ECUs and can be obtained by a
reading of the ECU parameters, i.e. Σo = {σign, σact, σrst,
σeot}. The car mechanic starts the diagnosis session by
measuring the input voltage of the wiper motor, i.e.
Vcurrentobs = {V1}. The observed measurement is plotted
on figure 5. The system is able to issue the induced
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Fig. 5. V1 observed behaviour.
events if any, and to deliver the observed event sequence
sobs = {σign, σact}. Let us notice that the occurrence of
the event r0→1V1 (V1 value transitioning from 0 to 1) is not
a sufficient condition for ro1,2 to be issued.
Step 1: Fault detection and reference mode hypothesis
generation The synchronization of the observed event
sequence with PDiag∗(BA(Γ)) (see figure 6, in which the
labels are not shown for sake of simplicity) indicates that
the system can be synchronized along the sub-trajectory
[{q0}, {q0,1, q1}, {q1,2, q2}]. This is not a complete trajec-
tory, hence a fault is detected and Qref = {q1, q2}, as
q1,2 is semantically equivalent to q1 or q2. The diagnosis is
within the ambiguity set A = {motor, wiper, rest sensor,
K1, K2, ECU }.
Fig. 6. Partial diagnoser PDiag∗(BA(Γ)).
Step 2: Diagnosis hypothesis generation The graphs of
the figure 7 represent the causal models of the modes q1
and q2. The dotted influences indicate actions by K1 and
K2, a thin line represent an influence that is not active in
the current mode.
Interlinking temporally the observed events σign, σact and
r0→1V1 as shown in figure 5 provides the observed (partial)
signatures for every synchronized state of PDiag∗(BA(Γ))
(Fig. 8). sobs includes event σact, soK1 is labelled OK in q1.
Oppositely, sobs does not include σrst and K2 is labelled
¬OK in q2. These must be compared to the theoretical
partial signatures of every mode as given in table 2, from
which one obtains the labelling of the observed vertices
of the two causal models. In both modes q1 and q2, V1 is
labelled OK so the corresponding test TV1 passes.
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Fig. 7. Causal models of modes q1 and q2.
Fig. 8. Observed partial signatures based on V1.
In this case study, it is not appropriate to use the exon-
eration assumption. The conflict indicated by the label of
K2 consists in A = {K2, wiper, motor}
Step 3: Test selection Having considered the events and
TV1 , we have the signature table 4.
Table 4. Test selection table for modes q1 & q2.


q1
q2
TV1 TV2 Tθ TΩ
motor 0/0 0/0 1/1 1/1
wiper 0/0 0/0 1/1 0/0
rest sensor 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0
K2 0/0 1/0 0/0 0/0
K1 1/0 0/0 0/0 0/0
The ambiguity group is g1 = {K2, wiper, motor}, and
G(AG) = 35
3−1
2 =
3
5 = 0.6. Tθ and TΩ break the ambiguity
group in two groups. The new ambiguity groups are more
balanced for Tθ. We get G(AG‖Tθ) = 25 2−12 + 35 3−12 = 25 +
3
5 = 1 versus G(AG‖TΩ) = 15 1−12 + 45 4−12 = 1210 = 1.2. The
test Tθ is hence proposed.
The signal for θ remains flat at θ = 0, which indicates a
conflict in mode q2 and the ambiguity set is reduced to
A = {motor,wiper}. The same reasoning indicates to test
Ω, providing a conflict in mode q2, leading to A = {motor}
and the final single component diagnosis ∆ = {motor}.
7. CONCLUSION
This paper addresses the diagnosis problem of hybrid
systems by proposing a theoretical framework merging
ideas from discrete event diagnosis and from continuous
systems.
The hybrid behavior automaton is abstracted into a pure
discrete event model using qualitative fault signature. A
partial diagnoser is built and used for detection. A set
of possible modes for checking the consistency and pos-
sibly explaining the inconsistency is pointed out. In each
incriminated mode a consistency-based causal diagnosis
is applied. The ambiguity set is reduced in an iterative
way using a test selection procedure to determine the ad-
ditional information which allows the best discrimination
among the diagnostic hypothesis.
This method does not require the availability of fault mod-
els and then can be be viewed as an extension aiming at
complementing an available fault dictionary based method
with a consistency based method designed for hybrid sys-
tems. Indeed, a fault dictionary based method is very
powerful to diagnose extreme faults (i.e. faulty parame-
ter values null or infinite) which are easily anticipated.
However, when the actual fault is out of the anticipated
set, for instance the fault is a parameter deviation, the
fault dictionary method is no more suitable. Future work
will consolidate this approach with a series of test cases.
How to apply the exoneration assumption in the case
of circuits which may have non powered branches needs
further investigation. The method may be extended to
a distributed framework, which would allow to avoid the
combinatorial problem related to the number of operation
modes.
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